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Better use data should become available under SAIO, and could then be used to develop
better indicators
Sales data – greater transparency needed under SAIO, e.g. data available at active
substance level
Bayer suggest that use data should include information on user practices, in addition to
information on the PPP
SAIO will have data on use, date, rate, location
Other statistical legislation could be used to gather data on user practices e.g. risk
reduction techniques
COM will use data reported to ESTAT as the primary source of data on PPP
sales/use/user practices
MS need to adopt tailored actions to achieve the targets given the diversity of
agriculture between MS
Bayer presentation
Bayer have defined 3 sustainability targets for 2030 based on the planetary boundary
concept
These are:
Bayer activities to be carbon neutral
30% reduction in field GHG emissions
30% reduction in PPP env impact
The 30% reduction in PPP env impact will be achieved using a range of tools e.g. modern
application technology, seeds and reduced doses using digital technology
Bayer use models to calculate emissions and impact of emissions
The use data purchased from private companies on the use of PPPs, based on surveys of
famers
This does not include data on risk mitigation data so far
The models are public, as Bayer want to be transparent
COM question: Precision agriculture – what do you expect by 2030
Answer: Depends on region and baseline. In more developed MS, there is limited room
for improvement
COM question: What will be the main tools to achieve the 30% PPP env impact target in
Europe
Answer: It is not yet known, but by Q1/Q2 next year, the answer should be cleaer
Bayer question: Could drone application be possible under new SUD?
COM answer: Drones are now prohibited, but derogation is possible
COM view is that drones are not necessarily safer, but have sought data from MS/ECPA
to show it is safer, with no responses received so far
Bayer are piloting trials on precision farming – happy to update COM on activities in this
area
Bayer happy to contribute to improving HRIs
If COM has any questions, feel free to contact
SUD review
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